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ABOUT US

WELCOME TO

TECHNOWEIGH INDIA
Established in 1994, we “Technoweigh India,” are a leading and well recognized name in the field
of Manufacturing supplying and exporting of Digital, Electronic Weighbridge and Weighing
machines. Backed by rich industry experience spanning more than a decade, the wide Product
range made available by the company includes Load Cell, Industrial Weighbridge, Electronic
Weighbridge, Mobile/Portable Weighbridge, Unmanned Weighbridge, Customized
Weighbridge, Load Measuring Pins, Electronic Weighing Scale, Weighbridge Ladle Weighing
System, Industrial Weighing Solution and Operating Weighing Software.
With the business operations running from New Delhi India, the company has introduced latest
technology support in the offered range which makes them consistently deliver accurate
weighing operations. The products also come with easy Installation support and requirements of
low maintenance which makes them deliver optimum performance even in tough working
conditions. Available in different load bearing configurations, the Systems can also be custom
developed by the company as specified by the customers.
Today, apart from providing support for weighing systems, Technoweigh India also offers
dedicated consultancy support to clients, thus ensuring client’s specific requirements are
perfectly understood and met. Further, the extensive research and development done in the field
of weighing systems also ensure presence of cutting-edge technology and perfect working
coordination in these systems. The dedicated technician support also ensures all issues related
to the product are timely addressed at post Installation stage.

CERTIFICATES
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PIT LESS WEIGHBRIDGE

FEATURES
Costly Pit construction is eliminated.
Platform above ground level- No
water logging during rainy season.
Problem of pit maintenance is
eliminated.
Easy maintenance since all parts are
accessible above ground level.
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PIT LESS WEIGHBRIDGE

This type of Weighbridge / Truck scale is most suitable where the excavation work for foundation
is difficult or construction of pit is expensive. Since the structure is above ground level, vehicles
can approach the weighbridge only from two directions where the rams are provided. This type of
weighbridge requires more space.
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MOBILE WEIGHBRIDGE

MOBILE WEIGHBRIDGE
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Mobile weighbridge needs no foundation, Just smooth hard surface on which the load cell plates
rest. This saves lots of cost and time. Standard weighbridge foundation and installation takes 2-3
months while mobile weighbridges can be installed in 2 hours. These weighbridges can also be
shifted to another site easily. The modular design helps in easy cost effective transportation and
re-installation

FEATURES
Modular Design-Machine supplied complete
with platform, bottom frame and ramps
Needs no foundation
Installation in hours
Can be shifted to another site easily
Keeps vigil on costly materials
Saves time and cost
Most suited for temporary sites
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PIT TYPE WEIGHBRIDGE

Since the platform is in level with the ground, vehicles can approach the weighbridge from any
direction. Most public weighbridges prefer this design.

FEATURES
Lesser Space Required
(As it has no ramps)
Rickshaws & Tractor Trolleys can also
be weighed as platform is in flush with
ground Level.
No Ramp require for truck movement
because it is installed in land surface
level
Costly Foundation
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PIT TYPE WEIGHBRIDGE

This type of weighbridge is most suitable for places with limited space e.g. non hilly areas where
the construction of pit is not a costly affair.
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WHEEL LOADER SCALES

WHEEL LOADER SCALES
We, M/s Technoweigh India are an Indian professional manufacturer of Wheel Loader Scales.
The wheel loader scales are designed and manufactured by us can be installed on all types
shovel loaders and wheel loaders’ hydraulic system, and have the advantages of high accuracy,
much stable, high quality and easy operation, so our wheel loader scales won good reputation
from customers from home and abroad.
Application fields: The product is widely used in the places such as railway goods yard,
port, dock, road/highway construction, mines, coal mines, coal fields, coal preparation plant,
mining and construction sites, so on, where there are massive bulk materials and must limit
carries and measurement when the materials are shipped by the loaders.

SELLING POINTS
Onboard weighing, non stop
High accuracy in weighing both for
dynamic and static condition
LCD backlight screen for use in night
time
Printing for time, date, company, cargo,
truck ID, weights, total weight
Overload alarm

SYSTEM STRUCTURE
Oil pressure sensor
Temperature sensor
Position sensor
Weighing instruments
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LADDLE TURRET WEIGHING SYSTEM

FEATURES
High accuracy and reliability
Mechanically Rugged design
High resistance to the influences of temperature
Turret bar can withstand up to 300°C
Suitable for tough environmental conditions
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LADDLE TURRET WEIGHING SYSTEM

Ladle turret scales are used for example in continuous casting facilities where the liquid steel is
cast into continuous strands. The weighing equipment is used in the ladle turret, tundish and
outgoing roller table to determine the weight and control the process.
Our turret scales are very robust to withstand the large impact and shock load, our high
temperature load cell are suitably designed and fit in to the turret application with wire and
wireless inter connectivity
The turret bar can withstand up to 300°C without any external insulation
The turret can be manufactured to cater the specific requirement of high temp with air burging
and ceramic and insulating materials
The incredibly robust ladle turret scales are manufactured for the prevailing harsh ambient
conditions. They are not affected by shock, interfering forces or huge fluctuations in
temperature.
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Cameroun

Senegal

Uganda

Taiwan

Kenya

Japan

India

India

India

India

India

India

And many others……..

TECHNOWEIGH INDIA

Regd. Office : A-42, D.S.I.D.C., Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095, India
Mobile : +91-9810648864, 8586978864, 9313051477, 9310648864
Website: www.technoweigh.com | www.technoweighindia.com
Email: sales@technoweigh.com

CAG ADVERTISING : 9810612122, 9871197377
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